
RUGGEDISED TEST 
CONNECTORS

Tailor-made industrial connectors

FEATURES

Ergonomic

Easy release latching 

Durable non-intrusive design

Cost-effective

Sorion industrial connectors are made for use in demanding 
high volume production environments where reliability, ease of 
connection and short cycle times are important.

Our in-house team can fully incorporate all of your design criteria 
regarding access constraints, current ratings, ergonomics, 
adaptability and flexibility.

Designs of ruggedised test connectors include flying lead, panel 
and bulkhead mounting.

Helping you through testing times... www.sorion.co.uk

Reliability, designed for 
true 7 x 24 operation

Custom made for your 
application

Replaceable gold plated 
spring probes

BENEFITS

APPLICATIONS

Assembly lines

End-of-line testing

Rework

There’s a vast range of durable connectors available to suit most 
connectors used in automotive manufacture; new connectors are 
being added continuously to the range.   

Sorion can make connectors to suit virtually any harness or unit 
connector (subject to evaluation).

Our connectors are non-intrusive and don’t effect the guaranteed 
life of the mating connector on the product under test.

Connectors can be supplied as custom built single connectors 
through to assemblies with multiple ruggedised connector blocks 
to allow for quick and easy mating. 

Convenient locking latch
Our ruggedised connectors are fitted with a spring loaded latching 
mechanism, which enables the mating connector to be held in 
position securely. When the latching mechanism is operated the 
mating connector will be released quickly and smoothly.  
On assemblies with multiple ruggedised connectors, latching 
mechanisms can be operated individually or together and be 
manual or automatic in operation.

Various colours are available, which can help to differentiate 
between two or more similar connectors with different functions 
aiding operator recognition and system integrity.
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Gold plated spring loaded pins

ODB-II ruggedised connector

Test harness

Various colour options available

THE SORION SOLUTIONTEST CONNECTIONS
Our connector design uses replaceable gold plated spring 
loaded pins with current ratings of up to 45Amps at 12Vdc. Life 
expectancy of the pins is in the order of 80,000 – 100,000  
insertions. To further improve up-time the pins are easily replaced 
with the aid of a simple tool.

RELIABILITY
The electrical contacts are non-intrusive and therefore do 
not reduce the life of the mated connector. Quick pin change 
ensures rectification or change of pins to a TPM schedule is 
achieved quickly and the overall life of the connector can be 
extended many times. Our ruggedised connectors are for use 
in demanding, high volume production environments which 
mean that they can typically be mated up to a million times.

HARNESSES
Our ruggedised connectors can be supplied with specific leads 
and connections for interfacing to your existing equipment. 
Many industrial applications require highly flexible leads. Sorion 
can supply connectors only, complete harness assemblies or in 
conjunction with our custom built test equipment.

ASSEMBLY AIDS

Sorion has extensive experience 
in the design of bespoke assembly 
and test aids for use during the  
assembly process of sub-assembly 
components and complete products. 

ELECTRICAL TEST SYSTEMS

With hundreds of systems in  
operation around the world, Sorion 
test equipment has a proven track  
record of flexibility coupled with  
reliability in the tough 24/7  
manufacturing environment.


